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SUBJECT and GRADE English HL Grade 12 

TERM 2 Week 4 

TOPIC POETRY – A HARD FROST by Cecil Day Lewis 

AIMS OF LESSON Understand the features of the poem; content, diction, imagery, tone and theme. 
RESOURCES  
 

Paper based resources  -  HANDOUT Digital resources  

A worksheet which includes a copy of the poem.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii5uz8-qXqw&t=80s 
 

INTRODUCTION • Have knowledge of the genre – POETRY. 

• Have ability to analyse a poem. 

• Have read these scenes . 

CONCEPTS AND SKILLS • Read and critically analyse a poem 

• Identify the theme, imagery, tone of poet and effect of diction. 
 

ACTIVITIES READ THE POEM BELOW. 
The following glossary will assist with your understanding of the poem. 
 

Changeling something exchanged secretly 

Precocious  developed earlier than usual 

Catkin spiky flower 

Maydrift Spring flower 

Elms  A tree which loses its leaves in winter 

Amorphous without a form 

Mockery  absurd imitation 

Disconsolate  without comfort/ unhappily 

Aconite — flower similar to buttercup 

Snowdrop drooping white flower 

Flounce impatient movement 

Filigree ornamental and delicate 

Clods lumps of earth 

Unclenches loosens 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii5uz8-qXqw&t=80s
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A HARD FROST – Cecil Day Lewis                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
A frost came in the night and stole my world 
And left this changeling for it – a precocious 
Image of spring, too brilliant to be true: 
White lilac on the windowpane, each grass-blade 
Furred like a catkin, maydrift loading the hedge. 
The elms behind the house are elms no longer 
But blossomers in crystal, stems of the mist 
That hangs yet in the valley below, amorphous 
As the blind tissue whence creation formed. 
 
The sun looks out, and the fields blaze with diamonds. 
Mockery spring, to lend this bridal gear 
For a few hours to a raw country maid, 
Then leave her all disconsolate with old fairings 
Of aconite and snowdrop! No, not here 
Amid this flounce and filigree of death 
Is the real transformation scene in progress 
But deep below where frost 
Worrying the stiff clods unclenches their 
Grip on the seed and lets our future breathe. 
 
This is the poem in a nutshell 
The speaker’s world is changed overnight by frost which                                                  allpoetry.com 
appears to transform his world into an image of spring. The patterns and formations created by frost suggests a spring 
countryside. This is fake-a mere semblance of spring. The ‘flowers” created are merely hard frost on a window pane, 
frost on trees. These patterns look like spring flowers or blossoms which appear in spring. 
One can see that what is happening on the surface is ephemeral (does not last long) like the crystals of a hard frost 
which eventually melt in the sunlight to reveal what is real: a winter landscape and not the spring landscape which  one 
thought was there. Often what is unseen is real and important.  
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BEARING THE ABOVE SUMMARY OF THE POEM IN MIND DRAW THE FOLLOWING TABLE AND FILL IT IN AS YOU 
WATCH A VIDEO CLIP WHICH PROVIDES A SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF THE SCENE. ACCESS THIS BY FOLLOWING THIS 
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii5uz8-qXqw&t=80s. WATCH THE CLIP TWICE, PAUSING IT THE SECOND 
TIME AROUND WHEN YOU NEED TO MAKE NOTES. 
 

IMAGERY 
Note all figures of speech and their 
effect from line 1 to line 19. 

 

DICTION 
Write down any words that the poet 
has used to emphasize the message 
he is conveying. 

 

THEME 
The message conveyed by the poem. 

 

TONE 
Poet’s attitude about the content. 

 

 
NOW COMPLETE THE ACTIVITY BELOW. (THESE ARE EXAM QUESTIONS TAKEN FROM PAST NSC PAPERS) 
 
Question 1 
 
The poem describes how frost plays a role in the transformation of the landscape. By close reference to DICTION, 
IMAGERY and TONE, critically discuss the validity of this statement.  
 
Your response should take the form of a well-constructed essay of 250–300 words (about ONE page).                          [10] 
 
Question 2 
 
2.1 Refer to line 1: 'A frost came in the night and stole my world'.  
 What impression of the frost is created in this line?                                                                                              (2) 
 
2.2 Refer to line 3: 'Image of spring, too brilliant to be true'.  
 How  do  these  words  contribute  to  your  understanding  of  the  speaker's  
 feelings?                                                                                                                                                                      (2) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii5uz8-qXqw&t=80s
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2.3 Refer to lines 11–14: 'Mockery spring …'/'aconite and snowdrop!'  
 Discuss how the imagery in these lines conveys the speaker's tone.                                                                (3) 
 
2.4 Refer to lines 17–19: 'But deep below …'/'our future breathe.'  
 Comment on how these lines capture the central idea of the poem.                                                                (3) 
                                                                                                                                                                                   [10] 

CONSOLIDATION A SUMMARY OF THE POEM 
 
Stanza 1: lines 1-3 
Frost is referred to as a “hard” frost which could mean it is a severe, extremely cold frost or that the rain has been 
frozen into hard icicles of frost. 
Frost is personified into a thief which comes under the cover of darkness to steal: “came in the night” and “stole” my 
world. “My” as the world he knows. It is his world that has transformed. He refers to the magical, mystical powers of 
frost which is able to change his world by making him think it is spring: “and left this changeling”. A changeling: there 
was a common understanding that if your child was different you could put this down to the fact that your real child 
had been stolen in the night by fairies and what has been left in its place is a changeling: not real. Just as if winter has 
been abducted and has left a semblance of spring in its place-except this is not spring. It is a ‘precocious” “image” of 
spring. “Precocious” refers to something/someone who is forward, too mature for his/her age. “Image” is a mere 
picture, not the reality of spring. 
There is a great deal of tension between appearance and reality in this poem. 
Lines 3-7 
Line 3: “too brilliant to be true” once again, highlights the fake image of spring. “Brilliant” means bright.-the brightness 
associated with spring. 
Frost appears to be a fairy who has stealthily removed the winter countryside at night and replaced it with what looks 
like early spring. It has changed everything into a new and beautiful bright, shiny  spring-like landscape. 
The colon that ends line 3 is a list of what frost has created to resemble spring flowers. In reality, they are not spring 
flowers but hard icicles of frost. 
White lilacs are ice patterns on the window panes; frost on the blades of grass look furry and the May bush is like a 
snowdrift which is hanging onto the the top of the hedge-resembling white flowers. The elm trees no longer resemble 
elm trees as they are covered in frost which look like blossoms associated with spring: blossomers in crystal. 
Lines 7-9  
The mist that “hangs in the valley below”, has no defined shape, “amorphous” . It is also white as if the flowers have 
grown from it. The speaker then likens the “blind tissue” to the start of creation before anything became a species /a 
creature. Just the nothingness of the mist. Creates a mystical, magical feeling of something not quite real. Just like frost 
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creates an IMAGE of spring, but the spring is not real. 
Stanza 2: line 10 
“..and the fields blaze with diamonds”. The shiny, hard crystals of frost appear to be diamonds which they are not. The 
sun on the crystals cause the frost to resemble diamonds. Once again, appearance versus reality. 
lines 11-13 
“Mockery spring”: the speaker’s tone is disparaging, critical as if he is accusing frost of teasing or cheating. Frost has 
turned the countryside into a white wedding dress and lent it to us/a bride-country maiden  for a short while only to 
remove the semblance spring later by melting. The metaphor of the countryside being a bride who is given a beautiful 
wedding dress only for a while. This is then removed from her leaving her with “old fairings/Of aconite (ordinary 
buttercup-like flower) and snowdrops!” Frost is seen as a cheat. It gets up the hopes of the country maid who is not 
sophisticated or wealthy, lends her a beautiful bridal outfit only to take it back later. This leaves her ‘disconsolate”, 
unhappy, and takes away her hopes and dreams. 
lines 14-16 
“No, not here/Amid this flounce and filigree (ornamental metalwork) of death/Is the real transformation scene in 
progress”: 
All this beauty will not last as it melts away. “Flounce” creates an attitude of boasting, being full of yourself. The frost 
crystals (which resemble flowers of spring) die (death) as it is ephemeral-like anything on the surface. It is a mere 
appearance. Death is also mentioned as frost can kill plants especially if it is a hard(severe) frost. Unlike spring which 
gives life-renewal/rebirth. The f-alliteration creates this light-hearted, boastfulness of frost. 
lines 17-19 
“Deep below” changes the action of the surface-the appearance-to the action below-the reality. 
Frost  “worrying” the lumps of earth so that they release the seeds “unclenches” which will bring forth new life and 
spring. The reality which will happen and which we don’t see. These seeds will eventually grow and show themselves on 
the surface when it is spring for real. “And lets our future breathe” 
 
SUGGESTED ANSWERS 
 
Question 1 
 
The following points are a guide. This must be used together with the rubric for essay-marking. 
  
The speaker depicts a winter's morning that has been transformed into an image of 
spring by the harsh winter frost. Despite spring's early arrival being an illusion, the frost 
plays a powerful transformative role in nourishing new life below the surface of the 
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ground. 
• The appearance of the landscape is altered by the arrival of the frost. The word, 
'changeling' suggests that a secret, magical exchange has apparently occurred 
overnight. 'Stole' conveys the speaker's surprise when he views the unexpected 
transformation. 
• The patterns created by the frost are compared to spring flowers. This gives the 
false illusion that spring has arrived. 
• The frost glistens like diamonds and crystal in the sun, but this brilliance will not last 
as the dreariness of the winter will soon return. This is simply a temporary 
transformation of the landscape. The reference to 'Mockery spring' reinforces the 
superficiality of the scene by suggesting the deceptiveness of the frost. 
• The white frost coating the countryside is compared to a 'raw country maid' wearing 
a beautiful bridal outfit. The rural environment temporarily exhibits a beautiful, 
refined appearance, but once the frost has melted, the winter scene will once again 
be revealed. The superficiality ('bridal gear') will return to the reality of average looking ('old fairings'). 
• The current landscape is one of 'flounce' and 'filigree': it is overly ornamented. Once 
the frost melts, it will prove to have been unnatural and overdone/excessive. 
• While the surface appears fairylike, the real transformation is happening below the 
surface. Although the frost seems to have a frozen hold over the clods of earth, its 
grasp is slowly being released and the seeds of the true flowers will be set free. The 
personification effectively conveys the grip the frost has over the soil: it is like a 
clenched fist which is slowly opening. 
• The frost has produced an image of the beauty of a spring morning. However, the 
beauty of 'the real transformation' is in progress 'deep below', not above the 
surface. The advent of spring is already underway, even though it is still winter. 
Once spring arrives, it will result in a ‘permanent’ transformation of the landscape. 
• Initially, the speaker's tone is one of admiration and amazement because the scene 
he views is so surprising. However, his tone might be disapproving when he 
describes the temporary nature of the 'bridal gear' and the frost as mocking people 
with the illusion of spring's arrival. He condescendingly refers to the 'filigree' and 
'flounce' of the scene. 
• Finally, the speaker's tone reveals his awe of and respect for the power of nature 
and spring in the last three lines of the poem. 
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Question 2 
 
2.1 The personification/comparison of the frost to a thief is disturbing: it suggests that the frost works silently and 
stealthily, taking that which does not belong to it. 
[Award 2 marks for one idea well discussed.]                                                                                                                                  (2) 
 
2.2 While the speaker is delighted at the transformation of his world from the bleak harsh landscape of winter, he is 
equally pensive in that he knows that this transformation is temporary/effectively illusory. 
[Award 2 marks for two relevant and distinct points.]                                                                                                                   (2) 
 
2.3 The winter landscape is metaphorically compared to a plain/an unattractive country maid who is transformed on 
her wedding day by her bright and beautiful bridal outfit. Her beauty is short-lived since after her wedding she 
will return to her old self, as will the landscape after the frost has melted. The speaker's tone is of disappointment that 
this beauty is short-lived, and perhaps, he is disparaging of the frost's trickery. 
[Award 3 marks only if tone is discussed.]                                                                                                                                        (3) 
 
3.4 The speaker looks forward to the new cycle of life as the frost nudges the earth to release the seeds that will sprout 
in Spring, which will signify an end to the hardships of winter. The transformation in nature might possibly be 
equated to transformation in the life of people who experience hardship but can still look forward to a future that has 
the potential for a better life. 
[Award 3 marks for two ideas/interpretations well discussed.]                                                                                                    (3) 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                 [10] 

 


